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Budget Information on films for Lesbian and Gay Film Series:

Distributors and Filmmakers:

Frameline 415-703-8650
Women Make Movies 212-925-0606
Facets 800-331-6197
October Films 800-628-6237
Filmmaker's Library 212-580-4980
Strand Releasing 818-342-9006
Video Databank 312-899-5172
BBC Video (London) 011-44-81-576-2236
Cinema Guild 212-246-5522
Paris Poirier (Last Call at Maud's) 310-392-1239,
Catherine Saalfield (Buckle) 212-962-6730

Before Stonewall, 87 min.
Frameline: 16mm, $150. rental (paid admission rights)
Facets: video, $20. rental; $29.98 purchase.
Cinema Guild also distributes it, or sells screening rights?

Times of Harvey Milk, 87 min.
October Films: 16mm, $350 rental; video, $100--public performance fee, but film must be rented from a video shop (available widely)

Greetings from Out Here, 60 min. Ellen Spiro
Video Databank: video, $75 rental; $275 purchase

Rules of the Road, 30 min. Su Embry
Women Make Movies: Still negotiating: will have rental price by next week.

Honored by the Moon, 15 min.
Women Make Movies: video, $50 rental $150 purchase.

Mala Noche, 78 min.
Frameline: 16mm, $225.00 rental.

Tongues Untied, 55 min.
Frameline: video, 880 rental; $300 purchase
16mm, $150 rental; $1000 purchase

Just Because of Who We Are, 28 min.
Women Make Movies: video, $60. rental M-F 9-6pm, Sat and Sun, 11-6pm, buch

Last Call at Maude's, 77 min.
Paris Poirier: video, $250 rental

Buckle, 8 min. Catherine Saalfield: (left message, no quote yet)

Stop the Church, 24 min.
Frameline: video, $40 rental, $175 purchase

Lesbian in Pulpit
600 + 800
16 mm, $65 rental, $450 purchase

Lesbian in the Pulpit, 28 min.
Filmmaker's Library: video, $55.00 rental

NOTE: oranges are Not the Only Fruit is not yet available on video from the BBC. Probably we can't show it publicly (even if we have a tape of it from t.v.), since BBC has not released it yet on video. More information available on this from BBC video, as listed under distributors above.

Question: If we own a film, or have rented it from a video store, is it legal to show it in a public series (no admission fee) without paying for public screening rights? Where or how to get information about this?
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